WHY are diverse teams more innovative and profitable than others?
HOW do you get the most out of your talent in a crazy, disrupted world?
WHAT’s the key to better performance and new opportunities when you can’t do business as usual?

NEW WOMEN, NEW MEN, NEW ECONOMY shows how a new generation of companies, leaders and managers have cracked the CODE to survive and prosper.

They are maximising their talent by investing in Creativity, Openness, Diversity and Equity.

Who are they? They include Atlassian, AMP, Telstra, Dow Chemical, KPMG, Google, Qantas, Unilever, The Hunger Project, Aurizon; they include tech disruptors, defence forces and dynamic SMEs from Scandinavia to outback Australia and the new Silicon Valley mindset.

We show you how they have created effective systems that align behaviours to build innovative and inclusive team cultures.

New Women, New Men, New Economy finds people championing equality from Sydney to Helsinki, designing a world without waste and building social capital.

How are they doing it? By cracking the CODE. The future of business is different, so they’re doing things differently.

CODE UP: Creativity ignites competitiveness; In an Open world, there’s no place to hide; Diversity boosts performance and problem-solving; Equity creates thriving teams and communities that build long term value.

Get your head around the CODE to adapt and thrive - global research, cases studies and diagnostic tools will help guide you through. Find out what it takes - it’s time to get on board.

“Narelle and Rodin have made a powerful contribution, showing us the talent, human and innovation benefits that are delivered when we build diverse and inclusive teams.”

Liz Broderick, Co-Chair UN Women’s Empowerment Principles Leadership Group

“This is a fundamental change in the way we lead and manage...You get the culture of a company right, that is inclusive, that is transparent that unites people and people are making a difference every day and focused on customers, it is just incredibly powerful.”

David Thodey, former Telstra CEO, chair of CSIRO

For more information: www.new-women-new-men-new-economy.com
Follow New Women New Men at: @narellehooper @rodingenoff
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